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Reference: PDENEEL0250SM04DDNER-L
EAN13: 8057730906623

            

EIVA ELEGANT Pendant light with 5 m fabric cable, Ellepì lampshade,
ceiling rose and lamp holder in IP65 waterproof silicone
Finish: Black
Light bulb: With bulb

Product short description:

Looking for lighting to illuminate your deck dinners? Looking for outdoor lighting to illuminate your porch? Looking to
create a unique ambience in the garden thanks to lighting that reflects your personal style? With EIVA pendant lighting,
you can finally change the look of your outdoor spaces, relying on the safety of a Made in Italy product that’s fully
waterproof.

This pendant lighting, accessorised with lampshade, features the EIVA line silicone lamp holder and ceiling rose: high-
quality components with IP65 protection rating, water and rainproof and entirely created, designed and patented by
Creative-Cables.
Thanks to the essential lines and minimalist design of the oversize Dibond® Ellepì lampshade, you can create a
contemporary style in any environment. Choose the lampshade finish that best suits your needs: aluminium for
industrial style enthusiasts, matt white for those looking for a single colour, black can be used either on the shinier and
more matte finish side, or the double-sided copper and brass version for giving your outdoor space a vintage look, or
for changing the style any time you feel like it.
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The ceiling rose of this light may be wall or ceiling mounted, allowing the connections of your already existing electrical
system to be exploited, while, thanks to a decentraliser, you can decide where to hang your pendants, providing
lighting exactly where you need it.

This lamp is installation-ready and you can buy it together with the bulb: we have selected a LED G125 bulb for you
with clear glass and long filament, but if you're looking for a different style, then you can accessorise your lamp by
choosing any one of the 200 LED bulbs available in our range.

Each Creative-Cables lamp is designed, and assembled in Italy and is tested and CE certified by independent
laboratories according to the strictest regulations in force: one more reason for choosing Creative-Cables quality.

Product description:

Outdoor pendant light featuring:
500 cm cable 2x1.00 in neoprene for outdoors IP65 in selected colour
1 soft touch, silicone IP65 ceiling rose in selected finish
1 EIVA E27 IP65 threaded lamp holder with shade holder rings
1 soft touch, silicone lamp holder cover in selected finish
1 decentraliser with wall/ceiling mounting kit
1 Dibond® Ellepì lampshade in selected finish ø 400 mm H 3 mm

LED bulb [Ref. DL7001100DA], Globe G125, clear glass, long filament, E27, Ø 125 mm H 178 mm, 220/240V, 4W, Class
A+, 2200 K, 400 Lm, Dimmable

Made in Italy
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